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Introduction
One of the main problems in algebraic geometry is the classification problem; classify, up to

isomorphism, all the algebraic varieties. The first step towards this goal is to solve the weaker
problem; classify, up to birational equivalence, all the algebraic varieties. The natural beginning to
this is to gain an understanding of the simplest varieties – projective spaces. Rational varieties are
their closest relatives and it is these, together with unirational varieties, that we consider here.

Recall, that arational varietyis a variety birationally equivalent to a projective space. That is,
there exist mutually inverse rational maps with coefficients in a fieldk, from the variety to a projec-
tive space and back. Equivalently, as each of the rational maps is dominant (i.e. surjective on open
subsets) the pullback defines an inclusion of the function fields. Hence a variety is rational if, and
only if, its function field1 is isomorphic to the field of rational functions inn variablesk(x1, . . . ,xn),
i.e., the function field of a projective spacePn.

A unirational varietyis one covered by a rational variety. That is to say that there is a dominant
rational map, with coefficients in a fieldk, from a projective space to the variety. Again, the pull-
back will define an inclusion of the function field of the variety in the field of rational functions
in n variables, wheren is the dimension of the variety. Thus, a variety is unirational if, and only

1The function field of a varietyX is defined to be the field of all rational functions onX.
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if, there is some rational function field such that the field of rational functions of the variety is
contained inside.

One of the first things to note, beyond the trivial observation that any rational variety is unira-
tional, is that any variety birationally equivalent to a unirational variety is itself unirational. Thus,
unirational varieties make up several birational equivalence classes, with rational varieties one of
these. A natural question to ask is; are there really several distinct equivalence classes correspond-
ing to the unirational varieties, or just one – corresponding to the rational varieties? Put another
way; are all unirational varieties rational? Put in yet another way; are all non-trivial subfields of
the field of rational functions in fact isomorphic to the field of rational functions?

This is the question L̈uroth posed in 1861, which became known as the ’Lüroth Problem’. It
went on to inspire many great mathematicians and is seed for much research. The answer to this
question is of course negative in general, and can be summed up in the following table.2

dim any fieldk alg. closedk of char.0
(i.e.C)

alg. closedk of char.p
s.t. k(x1, . . . ,xn)/k is a

separable field ext.

1 + + +

2 - + +

≥ 3 - - -

Where ’+’ indicates that the answer to the question is affirmative and ’-’ indicates that the an-
swer is not necessarily affirmative. We shall go through these results in detail in what follows.

We focus, in each of the chapters, on the Lüroth problem in a different dimension. Following
this introduction, chapter one discusses the case of curves; this is Lüroth’s theorem, from which we
get the affirmative answer indicated in the table above. In chapter two we discuss the case of unira-
tional surfaces and examine some rationality criterion, namely Noether’s lemma and Castelnuovo’s
rationality criterion. After which we look at our fist counterexamples to the Lüroth problem. The
third chapter looks at higher dimensions. More specifically, we examine three-folds and see what
obstructions there are for unirational three-folds to be rational in general. Finally, we include an
appendix of some well known results that we assume in the course of this survey.

2Inspired by a table on the first page of [Katsura].
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1. Lüroth’s Theorem
Lüroth’s theorem, as is often the case in the domain of algebraic geometry, may be stated in the

language of algebra or of geometry. Firstly, we shall state it in algebraic terms and then reformulate
the theorem into the language of geometry.

Theorem 1. (Lüroth) Suppose we have an inclusion of fieldsk⊂ L⊆ k(t), wherek 6= L andk(t)
is the field of rational functions in one variablet. ThenL is isomorphic tok(t).

What does this mean geometrically? Suppose thatX ⊆ Pn is a unirational variety of dimension
one. Then there exists a dominant rational mapϕ : P1 99K X, that is to say that the image ofϕ is
dense inX. Thus, the pullback map defines an isomorphic inclusion

ϕ∗ : k(X) ↪→ k(P1)

Recall that for any (quasi-)projective varietyY and any open subsetU ⊆Y we havek(U) = k(Y).
Here,A1⊆ P1 is open and sok(P1) = k(A1) = k(τ) for some variableτ.

So it is then that we find ourselves in the situation of Lüroth’s theorem; if we assume thatX
is not a point, so thatk(X) 6= k, then we conclude thatk(X) is isomorphic tok(P1). Hence the
condition that a one dimensional variety be unirational automatically qualifies it as being rational.

In keeping with the spirit of viewing results from both an algebraic and geometric point-of-view,
we give below a proof of L̈uroth’s theorem from both sides; 1.1 for the geometric and 1.2 for the
algebraic.

1.1. Proof of Lüroth’s theorem via Riemann-Hurwitz and Riemann-Roch

Let C be a unirational plane curve. We desire to show that it must, in fact, be rational. By
definition, there exists a dominant rational mapϕ :P1 99KC. We use the Riemann-Hurwitz formula
(see Appendix 4.3) to obtain

χ(P1) = Nχ(C)− ramϕ

whereN is the degree ofϕ.

Thus,
2−2gP1 = N(2−2gC)− ramϕ

that is,

gC = 1− 1
N
− ramϕ

N

Since the genus of any curve is a non-negative number and asramϕ ≥ 0 we have1− 1
N−

ramϕ
N <

1. In conclusion,C is of genus zero and hence a rational curve. ¤
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1.2. An algebraic proof of Lüroth’s theorem

We now sketch an elementary algebraic proof of Lüroth’s theorem. For details see [Waerden]
Section 63.

Considering any elementλ ∈ L\k, we observe thatt is an algebraic element ofk(λ ) and so an
algebraic member ofL. Next, examine the polynomial

f (z) = zn +a1zn−1 + · · ·+an ∈ L[z]

where theai are rational functions inx. Multiplying through by the lowest common denominator
yields polynomials and we may write

f (x,z) = b0(x)zn +b1(x)zn−1 + · · ·+bn(x)

Let the degree off with respect tox bem.

Note that not all the coefficientsai = bi
b0

in f (x) can be independent ofx, since that would imply
thatx is algebraic with respect tok. Thus at least one of the termsai = θ must be dependant onx.

To complete the proof, one uses elementary field extension properties to show that(i) m= n,
and(ii) θ , as a function ofx, is of degreem. It follows that

[k(x) : k(θ)] = m= [k(x) : L]

and asL⊇ k(θ), we have[L : k(θ)] = 1. Therefore

L = k(θ)∼= k(t)

by a change of variables.

2. The Lüroth Problem in Dimension Two
Surfaces provide us with the first counterexamples to the Lüroth problem. Here we shall explore

some invariants that allow us to decide when a surface is rational, much like the genus of a curve
in the one-dimensional case. This will lead us naturally to a Lüroth Theorem for surfaces, with
some restrictions on the underlying field. We will then go on to show some explicit examples of
surfaces that are unirational, but not rational. Thus, demonstrating the necessity of the restrictions
on the L̈uroth theorem for surfaces.

2.1. Preliminaries

Before starting, let us recall some basic facts we shall need in this exploration (see [G-H], for
example); Hodge numbers are symmetric,hp,q(X) = hq,p(X) for some varietyX andhp,q(X) is
defined byhp,q(X) = hq(Ωp[X]). The Hodge numbershp,0 are birational invariants;hp,0(X) =
h0(Ωp[X]) = hp(Ω0[X]) = hp(OX). Many of these invariants were discovered before the modern
theory and some picked up names along the way, which we give now; thegeometrical genusof a
n-fold X is the numberpg(X) = hn,0(X) = h0(Ωn[X]) = h0(KX), whenn = 1 andX is a smooth
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curve this is the ordinary genus of the curveg(X). The irregularity of a n-fold X is the number
q(X) = h1,0(X) = h0(Ω1[X]) = h1(Ω0[X]) = h1(OX). The PlurigeneraPn(X) of a varietyX are the
dimensionsh0(nKx), whereKX is the canonical divisor onX.

For any curveC on a surfaceS, we haveg(C)≤ C·KC+C·C
2 +1. Indeed, for a smooth curveC, by

the Riemann-Roch formula applied to the canonical divisorKC(Appendix 4.1) we have,

1−g(C)+degKC = `(KC)− `(KC−KC)
= g(C)−1

that is

deg(KC) = 2g(C)−2.

Together with the adjunction formula

KC = (KS+C)|C
(Appendix 4.2) we see that

g(C) =
C ·KS+C ·C

2
+1.

If C is non-singular then by the Riemann-Hurwitz formula (Appendix 4.3)

g(C) =
C ·KS+C ·C

2
+1− ramf

where the mapf is a map given by a global rational function onS (i.e. if f ∈ k(S) written locally
as f = g/h, thens 7→ (g(s) : h(s)) gives a map fromS to P1).

We define thevirtual genus, π(C), to be the numberC·KS+C·C
2 +1, in what follows this will also

be referred to as the adjunction formula. The relationship between the genus and the virtual genus
is clear; ifϕ : C̃→C is the normalisation of the curveC thenπ(C) = g(C̃). In particular, sinceg(C)
is always non-negative, we have from the above thatπ(C) is always non-negative. Furthermore,
since a curve is rational if, and only if, it has genus zero, we see that a curve withπ(C) = 0 is
rational.

Finally, before moving on to look at rationality criterion, we present a criterion for determining
when a curve is an exceptional curve of the first kind – and so may be blown down.

Corollary 2. (Castelnuovo-Enriques criterion for blowing down)
An irreducible curveC on a surfaceSmay be blown down if, and only if,

C ·C < 0 and KS·C < 0.

Proof.
By the adjunction formula,
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π(C) =
C ·C+KS·C

2
+1

≥ g(C)
≥ 0.

WhenceC ·C = KS ·C = −1, if C ·C < 0 andKS ·C < 0. Thusπ(C) = 0 andC is rational with
self-intersection−1. That is to say,C is an exceptional curve of the first kind and so we may blow
it down. ¤

2.2. Rationality criterion

Next, on towards the promised rationality criterion.

Lemma 3. (Noether’s Lemma) A surface is rational if, and only if, it contains an irreducible ra-
tional curveC with h0(C)−1 = dim|C| ≥ 1.

Proof.
The forward implication is clear; ifϕ : S99K P2 is a birational map, then we can pullback a general
hyperplaneH, that is takeC = ϕ∗H.

Conversely, suppose thatC⊂Sis an irreducible rational curve withdim|C| ≥ 1. Choose a pencil
{Cλ}λ∈P1 which containsC. We claim that on blowing upS sufficiently many times at the base
points of the pencil{Cλ}λ∈P1 we obtain a surfacẽSon which the proper transforms{C̃λ}λ∈P1 of
the curvesCλ form a pencil without base points. Clearly all theC̃λ will remain rational.

Indeed, suppose the linear system|C| has a base pointp∈ S of multiplicity r (i.e. p has mul-
tiplicity r on a genericD ∈ |C|). Let σ : S̃→ S be the blow up ofS at p, with E = σ−1(p) the
exceptional divisor. Then

D̃ = σ−1(D)− rE
for D ∈ |C|.

C̃ has self-intersection

C̃ · D̃ = (σ−1(D)− rE)(σ−1(D)− rE)

= σ−1(D) ·σ−1(D)−2rE ·σ−1(D)+ r2E ·E
= D ·D− r2 (sinceE2 =−1, σ−1(D)∼ D andD∩E = /0)

< D ·D

Now we construct a sequence of blowupsσi : Si → Si−1 and linear systems|Ci | onSi as follows:
Let σ1 : S1→ Sbe the blowup ofSat the base points of|C| and|C1| the proper transform of|C| in
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S1, σ2 : S2→ S1 be the blowup ofS1 at the base points of|C1| and|C2| the proper transform of|C1|
in S2, etc.

If every system were to have base points, then we would have

D ·D > D1 ·D1 > D2 ·D2 > · · ·
but theDi are effective, so thatDi ·Di ≥ 0. Hence for somei the linear systemCi | is base point free.

Therefore, we may assume from the start thatS contains a base point free pencil{Cλ}λ∈P1 of
rational curves, not all reducible.

We show now that we may find a surface birational toS with a pencil of irreducible disjoint
rational curves. Such a surface, called ageometrically ruled surface, is rational and the proof will
be complete. We shall use the Castelnuovo-Enriques criterion for blowing down to this end.

Any point of intersection of two distinct curvesCλ ,Cλ ′ ∈ {Cλ}λ∈P1 is a base point of{Cλ}λ∈P1.
Thus,

Cλ ·Cλ = Cλ ·Cλ ′ = 0.

SupposeCµ ∈ {Cλ}λ∈P1 is reducible, then we may writeCµ = ∑ανCν with all αν > 0 andCν
irreducible. Since eachCν is disjoint from anyCλ ∼Cµ for λ 6= µ ,

0 = Cµ ·Cν = ∑
ν ′

αν ′ (Cν ′ ·Cν)

However,Cν ′ ·Cν ≥ 0 for ν 6= ν ′
and soCν ′ ·Cν > 0 for someν 6= ν ′

. It follows thatCν ·Cν < 0
for all ν .

The adjunction formula applied to the rational curveCµ yields

π(Cµ) =
Cµ ·Cµ +KS·Cµ

2
+1 = 0

Thus
Cµ ·KS = ∑ανCν ·KS =−2

and so
Cν0 ·KS < 0

for someν0.

We have now both
Cν0 ·KS < 0 and Cν0 ·Cν0 < 0

and so, by the Castelnuovo-Enriques blowing down criterion, we may blowCν0 down. Letϕ : S→
S′ be the blowing down ofCν0.

Observe that every curveCλ , other thanCµ , is disjoint fromCν0. We see then that the curves
ϕ(Cλ ) form a base point free pencil of rational curves onS′.
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Repeating the argument; if any curveϕ(Cλ ) is reducible then we may blow downS′ along it.
Since we may blow down a surface only a finite number of times, a finite number of steps yields a
surfaceŜand a birational mapψ : S99K Ŝ, such that the curvesψ(Cλ ) form a pencil of irreducible
disjoint rational curves. Therefore we have shown thatS is birational to a geometrically ruled sur-
face and hence rational. ¤

From Noether’s lemma follows Castelnuovo’s criterion, which classifies all the rational surfaces
as those sharing two simple numerical invariants. This strong statement is proved, rather surpris-
ingly, from the repeated application of both the Riemann-Roch and adjunction formulae (with an
appeal to Noether’s formula (Appendix 4.4) in the final case). Immediately following the proof,
we deduce from this, the L̈uroth theorem for surfaces.

Theorem 4. (Castelnuovo’s Rationality Criterion, 1893)
A surfaceSis rational over an algebraically closed field if, and only if,q(S) = P2(S) = 0.

Proof.3 ([Kodaira]) If S is rational then, as the plurigenera and irregularity ofP2 are zero, we have
q(S) = P2(S) = 0.

Proving the other implication is slightly harder. Firstly, note that ifScontains any(−1)-curves
then we may blow them down to obtain a surface birational toS that has none. We assume then
thatShas no exceptional curves of the first kind.

We wish to apply Noether’s lemma:

A surface is rational if, and only if, it contains an irreducible rational curveC with
h0(C)−1 = dim|C| ≥ 1.

Thus, we wish to show thatScontains a curveC with g(C) = pg(C) = π(C) = 0 anddim|C| ≥ 1.

For the proof we transpose the problem slightly; sinceP2(S) = 0 we havepg(S) = 0. Indeed,
pg(S) = h2(OS) = h0(KS), by Serre duality, and an elementω ∈ |KS| yields an elementω2∈ |2KS|,
butP2(S) = h0(2KS) = 0 and sopg(S) = 0. Hence

χ(OS) = h0(OS)−h1(OS)+h2(OS)
= 1−q(S)+ pg(S)
= 1.

3Shown here is proof overC, the theorem is true however, over any algebraically closed field. Over fields of
arbitrary characteristic this was first proved by Zariski (see [Zariski58-1] and [Zariski58-2]), for alternative proofs see
[Kurke] or [Lang]
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By the Riemann-Roch theorem, applied to any curveC onS, we obtain

χ(C) = χ(OS)+
C ·C−C ·KS

2
that is

h0(C)−h1(C) = 1+
C ·C−C ·KS

2
thus

h0(C)≥ 1+
C ·C−C ·KS

2
If C is a rational curve andC ·C ≥ 0, then by the adjunction formulaπ(C) = 1+ C·C+C·KS

2 ,
K ·C≤−2; henceh0(C)≥ 2 anddim|C|(= h0(C)−1)≥ 1.

Therefore proof of the theorem is reduced to finding an irreducible curveC such that

π(C) = 0 and C ·C≥ 0

The proof splits into three cases;KS·KS < 0, KS·KS = 0 andKS·KS > 0. We write belowK for
KS.

Case: K ·K = 0.

Applying the Riemann-Roch formula to−K

χ(−K) = h0(−K)−h1(−K)+h2(−K)

= χ(OS)+
(−K)(−K−K)

2
= 1

and soh0(−K)+h2(−K)≥ 1.
By Serre duality,

h2(−K) = h0(K− (−K)) = h0(2K) = P2(S)
which is zero by assumption. Thush0(−K)≥ 1 and it follows that there exists an effective divisor
D linearly equivalent to−K, with D non-zero sinceK is non-trivial.

Let E be a very ample divisor onS.4 We may assume thath0(E−D) 6= 0. SinceE is ample we
have

E ·K =−E ·D < 0

henceE · (E+mK) = E ·E+mE·K < 0 for mÀ 0. Suppose thatE+mK were linearly equivalent
to an effective divisor, thenE · (E +mK) > 0. This contradiction ensures thath0(E +mK) = 0 for
mÀ 0.

Choose now ann, such that

4E has the properties(i) E2 > 0 (ii) E ·C > 0 for all curvesC onSand(iii ) the linear system|E| has no base points,
ie |E| gives an embedding.
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(i) h0(E +nK) > 0
(ii) h0(E +(n+1)K) = 0

and letD′ ∈ |E +nK| writing D′ = ∑ανCν . Then

K ·D′ = K · (E +nK) = K ·E +nK ·K = K ·E < 0

HenceK ·Cν0 < 0 for someν0. Applying the Riemann-Roch formula to−Cν0;

χ(−Cν0) = χ(OS)+
−Cν0 · (−Cν0−K)

2
= 1+

Cν0 ·Cν0 +Cν0 ·K
2

that is
h0(−Cν0)−h1(−Cν0)+h2(−Cν0) = π(Cν0)

thus
h0(−Cν0)+h2(−Cν0) = h0(−Cν0)+h0(K +Cν0)≥ π(Cν0)

by Serre duality. But clearlyh0(−Cν0) = 0 and sinceK +Cν0 < K +D′, we have

h0(K +Cν0)≤ h0(K +D′) = h0(K +(E +nK)) = h0(E +(n+1)K)) = 0

by our choice ofn. Therefore

h0(−Cν0)+h2(−Cν0) = 0≥ π(Cν0)

Thus
π(Cν0) = 0

asπ(Cν0)≥ g(Cν0)≥ 0. By the adjunction formula

0 = π(Cν0) = 1+
Cν0 ·Cν0 +Cν0 ·K

2
we see thatCν0 ·Cν0 ≥−1. The self-intersection ofCν0 cannot be−1 as there are no(−1)-curves
onSby assumption. HenceCν0 ·Cν0 ≥ 0 and the theorem is proved in the caseK ·K = 0.

Case: K ·K > 0.

Before proving the theorem for this case, we make a claim:
If E is any divisor onS thenh0(E +nK) = 0 for nÀ 0. Indeed, choosen0 large enough such that

K · (E +n0K) = K ·E +n0K ·K < 0

Suppose thath0(E +mK) 6= 0 for somem≥ n0. Let D ∈ |E +mK|, writing D = ∑ανCν . Then

K ·D = K · (E +mK)≤ K · (E +n0K) < 0

thusK ·Cν0 < 0 for someν0.

If Cν0 ·Cν0 < 0 then, by the adjunction formula, we would haveK ·Cν0 = Cν0 ·Cν0 =−1. How-
ever, we assumed thatShas no exceptional curves of the first kind. ThereforeCν0 ·Cν0 ≥ 0 and so
Cν0 ·D′ ≥ 0 for any effective divisorD′. SinceK ·Cν0 < 0 we see that forl À 0

(E + lK) ·Cν0 < 0 would imply that h0(E + lK) = 0.
10



This contradiction ensures the validity of our claim.

To start the proof of this case, letE be a very ample divisor withh0(E +K)≥ 2 and choose an
n such that

h0(E +nK)≥ 2 and h0(E +(n+1)K)≤ 1.

Let D be a generic element of|E + nk|. Then we claim that if we writeD = F + ∑γνCν , where
F is the fixed component5 of |D|, thenCν ·Cν ≥ 0 for all ν . Indeed, consider the reduced linear
system|D′| = |D−F |; |D′| has only isolated base points. Blowing up at the base points yields a
linear system|D̃′|, with elementsD̃′λ = ∑ γ̃νC̃νλ . Since any point of intersection betweeñCνλ and
C̃ν ′λ

would be a singular point ofD′. It is clear that for a generic (and hence smooth)λ theC̃νλ are
disjoint. Thus

C̃νλ ·C̃νλ = C̃νλ ·D′ = 0

and soCν ·Cν ≥ 0 for all ν , as we claimed.

Sinceh0(−Cν) = 0, by Riemann-Roch applied to−Cν , we have

h0(K +Cν)≥ Cν ·Cν +Cν ·K
2

+1 = π(Cν)

but
h0(K +Cν)≤ h0(K +D) = h0(K +(E +nK)) = h0(E +(n+1)K)≤ 1

by assumption. Therefore, eitherπ(Cν) = 0 or π(Cν) = 1.

If π(Cν) = 0, then we are done asCν ·Cν ≥ 0. Suppose then, thatπ(Cν) = 1. Thenh0(K +Cν) =
h0(K +D) = 1. Let D′ ∈ |K +Cν | writing D′ = βµEµ . D′ is non-zero;D′ = 0 implies0∼ K +Cν ,
which in turn implies thatK ∼−Cν so thatK ·K = Cν ·Cν < 0. Sinceπ(Cν) = 1, we have via the
adjunction formula,K ·K =−Cν ·Cν henceD′ ·Cν = (K +Cν) ·Cν = 0. TheEµ are irreducible so
thatCν ·Cν ≥ 0 implies thatCν ·Eµ ≥ 0 for all µ . Consequently on consideringD′ ·Cν we see that
for all µ, Eµ ·Cν = 0. SinceK ·Cν < 0 andK ·K < 0 we haveD′ ·K = (K +Cν) ·K < 0 and hence
Eµ0 ·K < 0 for someEµ0.

However,

0 > Eµ0 ·K = Eµ0 · (K +Cν) = Eµ0D
′ = ∑

µ
βµEµ ·Eµ0 ≥ Eµ0 ·Eµ0.

Consequently, the adjunction formula applied toEµ0 yields

Eµ0 ·K = Eµ0 ·Eµ0 =−1

that is to say,Eµ0 is an exceptional curve of the first kind. Impossible!

Case: K ·K < 0.

5a fixed component of|D| is a divisorF such thatD′−F ≥ 0 for all D′ ∈ |D|, that isF belongs to the base locus of
|D|
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Applying the Riemann-Roch formula to−K,

h0(−K)+h2(−K)≥ K ·K +K ·K
2

+1 > 1

but
h2(−K) = h0(K− (−K)) = h0(2K) = P2(S) = 0.

Thus|−K| contains a pencil of curves. LetD be a generic element of|−K|. Then, by the above,
we may writeD = F +∑ανCν whereF is the fixed component of|D| andCν ·Cν ≥ 0 for all ν .

If D is reducible, that isD 6= C1, then we have

h2(−C1)= h0(K+C1)= h0(C1−D)= h0(C1)−F−∑ανCν)= h0(−(α1−1)C1−F− ∑
ν 6=1

ανCν)= 0

and clearlyh0(−C1) = 0. Thus, by the Riemann-Roch formula for−C1,

0≥ C1 ·C1 +K ·C1

2
+1 = π(C1)

and soπ(C1) = 0 and sinceC1 ·C1≥ 0 we are done.

Assume now thatD is irreducible, that isD = C1. Firstly, D ·K =−D ·D sinceD∼−K and so
π(D) = 1.

If every very ample divisor onSwere a multiple ofK, it would follow that every line bundle on
S is a multiple ofK, that is to say,

H2(S,Z) = H1,1(S,Z)∼= Z
with c1(K) as a generator. Then by Poincaré dualityK ·K = 1.

Using Noether’s formula (Appendix 4.4) we see that this is a contradiction:

1 = χ(OS) =
K ·K + χ(S)

12
=

1+3
12

Thus, we may choose a very ample divisorE onSsuch thatE is not a multiple ofK and further-
more, such thath0(E + K) ≥ 1. SinceE ·K = −E ·D < 06 we observe thatE · (E + nK) < 0 for
nÀ 0 and soh0(E +nK) = 0 for nÀ 0.

Choose an integern0 such that

h0(E +n0K)≥ 1 and h0(E +(n0 +1)K) = 0.

Take now, a generic elementD′ = ∑βνBν of |E+n0K|. D′ must be non-zero, forE is not a multiple
of K. D id effective, so that

K ·Bν =−D ·Bν ≤ 0

6L ample andD effective⇒ L ·D > 0
12



for all ν . Again, we observe that

h0(K +Bν)≤ h0(K +D′) = 0 and h0(−Bν) = 0.

Applying the Riemann-Roch formula to−Bν ,

0≥ Bν ·Bν +K ·Bν
2

+1 = π(Bν)

henceπ(Bν) = 0.

K ·Bν ≤ 0; if K ·Bν <−1, thenBν ·Bν = 0 and we’re done. IfK ·Bν =−1, thenBν ·Bν =−1,
a contradiction. Consider then the case whereK ·Bν = 0 andBν ·Bν =−2.

Apply the Riemann-Roch formula to the divisorD−Bν ,

h0(D−Bν) = h2(D−Bν)≥ 2D ·D+Bν ·Bν
2

+1 = D ·D = K ·K > 0

and

h2(D−Bν)= h0(K−D+Bν)= h0(2K+Bν)≤h0(2K+D)= h0(2K+(E+n0K))= h0(E+(n0+2)K)= 0

hence

h0(D−Bν) > 0.

Let H ∈ |D−Bν | and writeH = ∑γνAν . H must be non-zero, for otherwise we would have
Bν ∼ D∼ K and thenK ·K = Bν ·Bν =−2.

Applying the Riemann-Roch formula to−Aν ,

h0(−Aν)+h2(−Aν)≥ Aν ·Aν +K ·Aν
2

+1 = π(Aν)

but

h2(−Aν) = h0(K +Aν)≤ h0(K +H) = h0(−Aν) = 0

It follows thatπ(Aν) = 0. However,

H ·K = (−K−Bν) ·K =−K ·K < 0

so thatAν0 ·K < 0 for someν0. Therefore, eitherAν ·Aν = −1 or Aν ·Aν = 0. Aν cannot have
self-intersection−1 by assumption, thusAν ·Aν = 0 and this completes the proof. ¤

2.3. A Lüroth theorem for surfaces

Theorem 5. (Lüroth Theorem for surfaces)
If a surfaceS is unirational over an algebraically closed fieldk, such that the extensionk(x1,x2)
overk(S) is separable. Then it is, in fact, rational overk.

13



Proof.
This follows immediately from Castelnuovo’s rationality criterion. Indeed, suppose thatS is a
unirational surface over an algebraically closed fieldk of characteristic0 or thatk is algebraically
closed of characteristicp and the extension ofk(x1,x2) over k is separable. Either of these situ-
ations imply that the pullback of the dominant rational mapϕ : P2 99K Swill define an inclusion
ϕ∗Ωr [P2]⊆Ωr [S]. More specifically, these conditions onk exclude the possibility of the existence
of an inseparable map where each point is a ramification point (for example,x 7→ xp over a field of
characteristicp).

Thus, if P2(S) is non-zero, then the pullback of some non-zeroω ∈ Ω2[S] has to vanish onP2.
Hence the Jacobian ofϕ must be zero everywhere – but this contradicts the fact thatϕ : U →V is
surjective, by the Implicit Function theorem. Similarly, ifq(S) = h1(OS) 6= 0 then the pullback of
a non-zero regular one-form will vanish onP2, so that again the Jacobian ofϕ will be identically
zero. ¤

2.4. Counterexamples over fields of characteristic p > 0

In [Zariski58-2] (see also [Katsura]), we see an example of a non-rational unirational surface
over a fieldk of characteristicp≥ 3 which we shall present here to show the necessity of the re-
quirement thatk is perfect.7

Consider the affine surfaceSdefined by the equation

f (x0,x1,x2) = xp
0 +xp+1

1 +xp+1
2 − (x2

1 +x2
2)

2
= 0

and the projective completion̄Sof S. OnSwe have

x0 =−x(p+1)/p
1 −x(p+1)/p

2 +
(x2/p

1 +x2/p
2 )

21/p

thus,

k(P2) = k(A2) = k(x1/p
1 ,x1/p

2 ) = k(x0,x
1/p
1 ,x1/p

2 )⊇ k(x0,x1,x2) = k(S̄)

henceS̄ is unirational.

However, observe that the regular two-form defined by

ω =
dx0∧dx2

∂ f/∂x1
=

dx0∧dx2

xp
1−x1

is non-zero onS̄. It follows from Castelnuovo’s rationality criterion (Theorem 4) thatS̄ is non-
rational.

7Counterexamples can also be given in fields of characteristic 2 see, for example [Zariski58-2] or [Shioda].
14



2.5. Counterexamples over algebraically non-closed fields

We claim that the cubic surfaceS3, given by

3x3
0 +x3

1 +x3
2 +x3

3 = 0

is unirational, but not rational overQ.

In working through the details and justifying this claim, we use the following results of Segre,
later reworked and improved, by Manin and Kollár (see [Kolĺar], [Manin], [Segre42], [Segre43],
[Segre51] or [C-K-S]).

Theorem 6. (Kollár, 2002)8

A smooth cubic hypersurface of dimension at least two is unirational overk if and only if it admits
a k-point.

Theorem 7. (Segre, 1942[Segre42](Restated, see[C-K-S]))
No smooth cubic surface of Picard number one is rational overk.

Thus to proof of the claim is reduced to showing thatS3, (i) admits ak-point and,(ii) has Picard
number one.

Recall that ak-point of a projective varietyX is a pointx∈ X such that all the coordinates ofx
are members of the fieldk. We see immediately that our surfaceS3 has aQ-point, namely the point
(−1 : 1 : 1 : 1). Thus, by Theorem 6,S3 is unirational overQ.

As is often the case proving the non-rationality of a variety is a difficult problem. To show that
the Picard number9 is one, we appeal to a further theorem of Segre see ([Segre51]).

Theorem 8. (Segre, 1951) LetSk be a smooth cubic surface inP3 and consider the action of the
Galios group ofKk on the 27 lines ofSK. WhereK is a finite extension ofk such that the 27 lines of
S̄k are defined overK. The following are equivalent.

(i) The Picard numberρk(S) is one.
(ii) The sum of the lines in each Galios orbit is linearly equivalent to a multiple of the hyper-

plane class onS.
(iii) No Galios orbit consists of disjoint lines onS.

The 27 lines on a cubic surface over an algebraically closed field are very well studied (see, for
example, [G-H], [Shaf1] or [Reid]) and there is a wealth of literature on the subject. We recall
here, that for a smooth cubic surfaceX defined over an algebraically closed field by

α0x3
0 +α1x3

1 +α2x3
2 +α3x3

3 = 0

8Segre, [Segre51] in 1951, proved the restriction to the case wherek is a perfect infinite field and the k-point is not
an Eckardt point

9the Picard number of a variety is the rank of the Néron-Severi group or equivalently, if the variety is smooth, the
rank of the Picard group
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We may factor
(α0x3

0 +α1x3
1)+(α2x3

2 +α3x3
3)

into linear factors, distinct due to the non-singularity ofX, as

l1l2l3 +m1m2m3

this yields nine lines defined by the nine pairs of planes that contain them

{l i = mj = 0}i j

The other two pairings(α0x3
0+α2x3

2)+(α1x3
1+α3x3

3) and(α0x3
0+α3x3

3)+(α1x3
1+α2x3

2) produce
the other eighteen lines onX.

In a similar fashion (following the example given in [C-K-S]), we factor

(x3
1 +x3

2)+(x3
3 +3x3

0)

as
(x1 +x2)(x1 +ωx2)(x1 +ω2x2)+(x3 +βx0)(x3 +βωx0)(x3 +βω2x0)

whereβ = 3
√

3 andω = e
2π i
3 . This produces nine lines given, as before, by the pairs of planes

containing them. We consider the Galois orbits of these nine lines.

For i = 0,1,2, the Galois group acts transitively on theβω i . Thus, the lines given by

{x1 +x2 = 0;x3 +βω ix0 = 0}
consist of one Galois orbit, comprising of three lines in the plane{x1+x2 = 0}. In particular, none
of these lines are disjoint.

Considering the orbit of a line defined by

{x1 +ωx2 = 0;x3 +βω ix0 = 0}
for somei = 0,1,2. We observe that the permutation

β 7→ βω 7→ βω2 7→ β
fixesω therefore the orbit of this line consists, in part, of all three of the lines defined by

{x1 +ωx2 = 0;x3 +βω ix0 = 0}
for i = 0,1,2, furthermore they all lie in the plane{x1 +ωx2 = 0} and hence cannot be disjoint.

On observing that the remaining three lines

{x1 +ω2x2 = 0;x3 +βω ix0 = 0}
for i = 0,1,2 can be obtained from these lines via the permutation interchangingβω andβω2 so
that these three lines lie in the plane{x1+ω2x2 = 0} and hence cannot be disjoint. We see that the
orbit consists of six lines lying in two planes.

Consideration of the other two pairings of the equation defining our surface, we find two more
orbits of three lines in the same plane and two orbits of six lines in two planes. None of the orbits
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consists of disjoint lines, hence the Picard number ofS3 is one.

What was special about our surfaceS3? As can be seen from the above it is that3 is not a perfect
cube. Thus, with the above reasoning we may conclude that any cubic surface defined by

αx3
0 +x3

1 +x3
2 +x3

3 = 0

whereα is not a perfect cube is non-rational.

In fact, Segre (see [Segre51]) generalised this example to obtain the stronger result below.

Theorem 9. (Segre, 1951) Any surface defined overQ by the following equation

α0x3
0 +α1x3

1 +α2x3
2 +α3x3

3 = 0

has Picard number one if and only if, for all permutationsσ of four letters, the rational number
ασ(0)ασ(1)

ασ(2)ασ(3)

is not a perfect cube.

2.6. The Noether-Fano method

Before we go on to discuss higher dimensions, let’s look in more detail at Theorem 7. The
method of the proof has become known as the Noether-Fano method; it can be applied in higher
dimensions and leads to the proof of the non-rationality of the smooth quartic three-folds.

Our first observation and the starting point of the proof; the Picard group of our cubic surface
S3 is generated by the class of a hyperplane sectionH, or, equivalently, by the anti-canonical class
– since by the adjunction formula we have,KS3∼−H. Furthermore, the hyperplane section class
H is not divisible. Indeed, ifH = mD for some integerm and divisorD, thenH2 = m2D2. Since
H2 = 3, mmust be one.

Suppose Theorem 7 is false. Then there exists a birational mapϕ : S3 99K P2 defined overk.
Associated toϕ is a mobile linear systemΓ, that isΓ is a linear system with no fixed curves. Since
the Picard group ofS3 is generated by the hyperplane classH, Γ must be contained in the complete
linear system|dH| for somed. To prove Theorem 7 then, we prove the following.

Theorem 10. If S3 is a smooth cubic surface contained inP3
k, then there is no mobile linear sys-

tem onScontained in|dH|.

Although this new theorem doesn’t have the appeal of Segre’s theorem above, we have reduced
the proof to that of one over an algebraically closed field. Indeed, we may assume thatk is alge-
braically closed since a linear system is defined over a non-algebraically closed field even if its
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base points are not.

To begin the proof of Theorem 10, suppose there exists a mobile linear systemΓ ⊆ |dH| for
somed. ThenΓ defines a birational mapϕΓ : S3 99K P2

k and we may assume thatk is algebraically
closed. LetP1, . . . ,Pr be the base points ofΓ with multiplicities m1, . . . ,mr including the possible
infinitely near base points. We claim that some base point must have multiplicity greater thand.

Before proving this claim, a digression. Suppose thatΛ is a mobile linear system on a surface
S. If Λ is base point free, thenΛ defines a regular mapψΛ and the self-intersection ofΛ, is
Λ2 = deg(ψΛ)deg(ψΛ(S)). Suppose thatΛ has a base pointP of multiplicity m. With ease we may
check thatπ∗C = C′+mE whereC is any curve onS, S′→π S is the blow up ofSat P, C′ is the
birational transform ofC andE is the exceptional divisor. Thus,

Λ′ = π∗Λ−mE and KS′ = π∗KS+E

and so
Λ′2 = Λ2−m2 and Λ′ ·KS′ = Λ ·KS+m.

In our case,P1, . . . ,Pr are base points with multiplicitiesm1, . . . ,mr . On iterating the process
above we have

Γ′2 = Γ2−∑m2
i and Γ′ ·KS′ = Γ ·KS+∑mi

whereS′→ S is the blow up ofSat the all base points ofΓ. Moreover, sinceΓ′ is base point free
we see thatΓ′2 = 1 and thatΓ′ ·KS′ = ϕ∗Γ′H · (ϕ∗Γ′KS+EΓ′) = H ·KS =−3. Hence

1 = Γ2−∑m2
i and −3 = Γ ·KS+∑mi .

From this we see that

∑mi = 3d−3 and ∑m2
i = 3d2−1.

Now suppose that for allmi , mi ≤ d. Then

3d2−1 = ∑m2
i ≤ d∑mi = d(3d−3) = 3d2−3d < 3d2−1

a contradiction! So our claim holds.

Next, letP be a base point ofΓ of multiplicity greater thand. Without loss of generality, we
may assume thatP is a point onS(and not an infinitely near base point) since the multiplicity of a
base point is greater than or equal to the multiplicity of a base point infinitely near. We also deduce
thatP cannot lie on any line inS. Indeed,Γ ⊂ |dH| and soL ·C≤ d for all linesL on S and all
C∈ Γ. L ·C = ∑Q∈C∩L(multiQC) so no pointQ∈C can have multiplicity greater thand.

For the completion of the proof we proceed by induction; we find a birational automorphism of
S(in fact this turns out to be a birational involution) that takesΓ to a linear system contained in the
complete linear system|d′H| with d′ < d – contradicting the minimality ofd.

We are looking now for an birational automorphism of our surfaceS3. The construction has a
simple analogue for a cubic plane curve which we shall examine first. LetC be a plane cubic curve
and fix a pointP∈C. For all pointsQ∈C sendQ to the unique point of intersectionQ′ between
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C and the line throughP andQ. To extend this to an involution onC we send the pointP to the
point of intersection between the tangent line ofC atP and the curveC. This is now a well-defined
involution onC.

By analogy, let us try to construct an involution,τ, on S3 in this way. First fix a pointP∈ S3
and send any pointQ∈ S3 to the unique third point of intersection betweenS3 and the line through
Q andP. This is well defined if we choose our pointP such that there is no line onS3 through
P, but we confirmed above that ifP is a base point ofΓ of multiplicity greater thand then this is
true. To extend this in the same way as before we run into a small problem. Namely, there are
many lines tangent toS3 at P – in fact, there is a whole tangent plane atP. The resolution of this
problem is simple – we blow upS3 at the pointP. Let S′→π S3 be the blow up ofS3 at the pointP.
Now, downstairsτ is a well-defined involution outside of the pointP and the curveD = S3∩TPS3.
Upstairs, onS′, we may take any point on the proper transform ofD, D′, and map it to a unique
point on the exceptional divisorE of π. Whence, we have a well-defined involutionτ ′ on S′. We
have the picture:

S′
τ ′

¶¶
Â Ä //

π

²²

q

!!

S×P2

S3
ϕ

// P2

whereq is the projection map onto the second factor,P2, of S×P2.

The mapq : S′ 99K P2 can be described as follows. ForQ∈ S\E we may think thatQ∈ S3, as
theSandS′ are isomorphic outside of the exceptional divisor, thenq(Q) is the lineL in P2 through
P andQ. ForQ∈ E, we may think ofQ as a direction throughP, andq(Q) is the lineL throughP
in the directionQ.

The fibre ofq over a pointM ∈ P2 consists of the two pointsQ1 andQ2 that together withP
make up the intersection ofS∩L. The fibre is ramified when the two pointsQ1 andQ2 coalesce,
i.e. Q1 = Q2. Let’s find this ramification locus. We are free to choose coordinates, we choose them
such that theP is the point(0 : 0 : 0 : 1). Locally,S3 is given by an equation of the form

f1(x,y,z)+ f2(x,y,z)+ f3(x,y,z) = 0

wherex,y,z are locally coordinates and thefi are homogeneous of degreei. We may describe
any line L throughP by the parametric equations(αt,β t,γt), which corresponds to the point
(α : β : γ) ∈ P2. The intersectionL∩S3 is given by the solutions to

t f1(x,y,z)+ t2 f2(x,y,z)+ t3 f3(x,y,z) = 0.
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t = 0 corresponds to the pointP and Q1,Q2 may be found using the quadratic formula. The
ramification locus is therefore given by the discriminant

f 2
2 −4 f1 f3 = 0.

Note also that this is smooth as bothS3 andP2 are.

Before we complete the proof, let’s make a couple of observations aboutτ ′. Firstly, τ ′ is the
unique non-trivial Galois automorphism of the2 : 1coverS′ of P2. Furthermore,τ ′ interchangesE
the exceptional divisor andD′, the proper transform ofD. Also we can see that|π∗H−E|= |q∗(L)|
whereL is any line inP2 andH is a hyperplane section ofS3.

To recap, we have a base pointP of a mobile linear systemΓ ⊂ |dH| with multiplicity m> d.
Let Γ′ = π∗Γ−mE be the proper transform ofΓ underπ. We are looking for a contradiction and
we hope to findd′ < d such thatΓ ⊂ |d′H|, which by induction will prove Theorem 10. Since
Γ⊂ |dH| we have the following,

Γ′+(m−d)E = π∗Γ−dE⊆ |π∗(dH)−dE)|= |d(π∗H−E)|= |q∗(dL)|.
The involutionτ ′ preserves the pullback of any linear system fromP2. Thus, on application

of the involutionτ ′ the linear systemΓ′ + (m− d)E is mapped to another linear system inside
|q∗(dL)|. We see that upstairs

τ ′(Γ′+(m−d)E) = τ ′(Γ′)+(m−d)D′ ⊆ |q∗(dL)|= |d(π∗H−E)| ⊆ |π∗(dH)|.
Downstairs onS3 we have,

τ(Γ)+(m−d)D⊆ |dH|.
D = S3∩TPS3 is a hyperplane section ofS3 hence,

τ(Γ)⊆ |(d− (m−d))H|.
However,m> d and so we have

τ(Γ)⊆ |d′H|
with d′ < d. This completes the proof of Theorem 10 and hence of Theorem 7.

Manin proved in 1966, arguing in much the same way as above (see [C-K-S] 2.1), the following
theorem. This was the starting point for his joint work with Iskovskikh on the non-rationality of
the smooth quartic three-fold that we will look at below before going on to examine the Lüroth
problem in higher dimensions.

Theorem 11. (Manin, 1966)
Two smooth cubic surfaces defined over a perfect field of Picard number one are birational to one
another if, and only if, they are projectively equivalent.
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3. The Lüroth Problem in Higher Dimensions
Many years after Castelnuovo’s rationality criterion, the Lüroth problem in dimensions greater

than two remained an open problem. In 1971 three independent papers were published giving
counterexamples to the Lüroth problem - firstly [I-M] followed by [C-G] with [A-M] in Novem-
ber of the same year. Indeed, over any field it is not true, in general, that a unirational variety is
necessarily rational.

To summarise the different approaches given in [I-M], [C-G] and [A-M]; Artin and Mumford
in [A-M], following a suggestion of Ramanujam, exploited the fact that the torsion subgroup of
the third integral cohomology group of a smooth complex variety is a birational invariant and in
particular is zero if the variety is rational. Artin and Mumford explicitly constructed examples of
unirational varieties, in all dimensions over fields of any characteristic (6= 2), with non-zero torsion.

Over ten years earlier, in 1959, Serre had shown that unirational and rational three-folds share
almost all cohomological properties – but a few differences slipped through; the torsion subgroup
being one. Another was the ’intermediate Jacobian’ an Abelian variety obtained from the Hodge
decomposition of the third integral cohomology group. The intermediate Jacobian plays a similar
role to the Jacobian variety one uses in the study of divisors on a curve. Clemens and Griffiths
in [C-G], showed that a rational three-fold satisfies a certain relationship on the intermediate Ja-
cobian, they then go on to show that no smooth cubic hypersurface satisfies this relationship –
hence no smooth cubic hypersurface inP4 is rational. In an appendix they remind the reader of the
unirationality of cubic three-folds, giving a short construction.

In 1960, Segre showed that the smooth quartic three-foldX4 defined by

x4
0 +x0x3

4 +x4
1−6x2

1x2
2 +x4

2 +x4
3 +x3

3x4 = 0

is unirational, wherex0,x1,x2,x3,x4 are homogeneous coordinates onP4.

Let’s take a brief look at constructing such unirational three-folds (see [Marchisio]; take a ra-
tional surfaceS⊂ X4 and fix both a pointp∈ Sand a hyperplaneH ⊆ P4. Take the tangent cone
Cp(X4) to X4 at p and letQp be the intersection ofCp(X4) with the hyperplaneH, this is a one
dimensional conic. Consider the mapϕ : S×{Qp}p∈S 99K S the image ofϕ is of dimension three,
that is,ϕ is dominant. Now, for eachp ∈ X4, Qp is a conic; therefore,ϕ is a conic bundle over
S. If we can show thatϕ has a rational section, i.e. a rational map from an open subset ofS to
S×{Qp}p∈S, thenX4 will be unirational.

It is an open problem whether all conic bundles over a rational surface are unirational. However,
we can choose our surface so asϕ does indeed admit a rational section.

The trick here is to choose our surfaceSsuch that it has separable asymptotes, that isSconsists
of two irreducible components over an algebraic extension ofk. Then the conic bundle will admit
a rational section. Indeed, if we take our surface to be a monoidal quartic surface, that is a surface
with a unique singularity, then there exist simple checks for separable asymptotes. Observe that
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the three-fold given by Segre above contains the monoidal quartic surface defined by

x4
1−6x2

1x2
2 +x4

2 +x4
3 +x3

3x4 = 0

with a unique triple point at(0 : 0 : 0 : 1).

Marchisio (see [Marchisio]) showed, using these methods, a54-dimensional family of unira-
tional quartic hypersurfaces inP4.

Let’s look finally at the first construction of non-rational unirational three-folds to appear in
1971; that of Iskovskikh and Manin in [I-M]. Following suggestions of Fano, they proved the
following theorem which immediately implies the non-rationality of the smooth quartic three-
folds.

Theorem 12. (Iskovskikh and Manin, 1971)
Let X4 be a smooth quartic three-fold inP4. Then the groupBir(X4) of birational automorphisms
coincides with the groupAut(X4) of biregular automorphisms.

The non-rationality follows from finiteness of the group of birational automorphismsBir(X4) of
X4. Indeed, the linear system|OP4(1)|X4| generated by the hyperplane sections ofX4 is invariant
under the action of the groupAut(X4), since the divisor−KX belongs to|OP4(1)|X4|, by the adjunc-
tion formula. Therefore the group of automorphisms ofX4 consists of projective automorphisms
and is thus finite (see [M-M]).

In fact they showed, using the Noether-Fano method (2.6), that there are no birational maps that
are not isomorphisms betweenX4 and a wide range of three-folds; for example,P3, any cubic in
P4 and any three-fold fibred into rational surfaces. In time more examples of three-folds surfaces
with this property emerged and they became known asbirationally rigid varieties(see [Cheltsov]).

To prove thatX4 is non-rational then; if we suppose that there exists a birational map between
X4 andP3, then by the work of Iskovskikh and Manin in [I-M] it has to an isomorphism – this con-
tradiction ensures the non-rationality of the smooth quartic hypersurfaces inP4 (a good summary
of [I-M] can be found in [Cheltsov]).

Of note is also Saltman’s approach which is outlined in [Shaf90]. He showed that Lüroth’s ques-
tion has a negative solution in the following situation. Suppose thatG is a finite group of linear
transformations of a vector spaceV over an algebraically closed fieldk. Thenk(V) is the field of
rational functions of the coordinates ofV andk(V)G is the field of invariants ofG. He shows in
[Saltman] (later simplified see [Bogomolov]) that althoughk(V)G is necessarily a subfield ofk(V),
it is not necessarily isomorphic to a rational function field. The ideas in the proof are simpler than
the ones given in the three papers of 1971. Moreover, the techniques used were available twenty
years before 1971.
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4. Appendix
We state here some well known results and sources for the diligent reader.

4.1. The Riemann-Roch theorem

Riemann-Roch for a divisorD on a smooth curveC;

h0(D)−h0(KC−D) = 1−g(C)+deg(D)

Riemann-Roch for a divisorD on a smooth surfaceS;

χ(D) = χ(OS)+
D ·D+KS·D

2
that is

h0(D)−h1(D)+h2(D) = χ(OS)+
D ·D+KS·D

2
.

Details can be found in [G-H], [Harts] and [Shaf1]/[Shaf2].

4.2. The adjunction formula

Relating the canonical divisors of smooth varietiesY ⊆ X;

KY = (KX +Y)|Y
or also, following our discussion on the virtual genus in Section 2;

π(C) =
KS·C+C ·C

2
+1

whereC is an irreducible curve on a surfaceS.

For details; [G-H], [Harts] or [Shaf1] and [Shaf2].

4.3. The Riemann-Hurwitz formula

When f : X 99K Y is a rational map withf (X) dense inY the Riemann-Hurwitz formula relates
the Euler characteristic ofX to that ofY, taking into account possible ramifications of the map.

χ(X) = Nχ(Y)− ∑
x∈X

(ν(x)−1)

whereν(x) is the ramification index off atx∈ X, as a shorthand we shall write the formula as

χ(X) = Nχ(Y)− ramf
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For details see either [G-H] 2.1 or [Shaf2] VII.3.1.

4.4. Noether’s formula

For a surfaceSwe have Noether’s formula for expressing the holomorphic Euler characteristic
of S in terms of the Chern classes ofS;

χ(S) =
c2

1(S)+c2(S)
12

.

See [G-H] 4.6 for details.
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